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Ebook Spiegel Bestseller
The German e-book market is growing rapidly and readers are hungry for more books - your books. Translations are no longer just
reserved for big publishers. More and more indie authors follow suit, commissioning their own translations and diving into a lucrative
market. It's a logical step for any successful author: you've already written the book, now find new ways to expand your reach. In this
book, you will learn how to go about translating your book, what to look out for when choosing a translator and what legal issues you
have to consider. For example, did you know titles in Germany are protected and you can't use one that already exists? Once you have
your finished translation, you will have to decide on how to publish the book. Direct with retailers, through a distributor or a mix of
both - we'll take a detailed look at all of the options to help you make an informed decision.We'll also discuss how to produce print and
audio versions of your book to give you maximum exposure. The thing that may be most daunting for authors who don't speak any
German is how to market your book. How do you market in a foreign language? Where to get reviews? How do you access retailer
promotions? Is there a German version of Bookbub? This in-depth guide contains interviews with experts, insider tips from other
authors as well as case studies that will help you succeed with your German self-publishing adventure. Download a FREE printable
English/German self-publishing dictionary at perytonpress.com/skye_b_mackinnon!
Mit diesem Buch erhalten Sie das E-Book inklusive! Der neue Bestseller von Hermann Scherer! Wenn es ein Leben vor dem Tod gibt,
warum leben wir es dann eigentlich nicht? Der Bestsellerautor Hermann Scherer gibt in seinem Buch eine ehrliche Antwort auf diese
Frage und macht uns klar: Wir lassen unser Leben einfach geschehen, sind meist fremdbestimmt und unzufrieden. Doch das muss
nicht sein. Gewohnt inspirierend hält Scherer uns den Spiegel vor. Und er zeigt, wie wir es besser machen können: - wie wir groß
denken, - wie wir unsere selbst gesetzten Grenzen überwinden, - wie wir uns zu selbstbestimmten Menschen entfalten In Scherers
neuem großen Wurf geht es um Probleme, Angst, gebrochene Versprechen und ums Sich-selbst-Kleinmachen - aber noch viel mehr um
Problemlösung, Mut, Selbstbestimmung, Freiheit und unendlich viel Glück! Ein unterhaltsames Geschenkbuch vom SpiegelBestsellerautor. Niemand tritt einem sympathischer in den Hintern als Hermann Scherer!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER * #1 INDIE NEXT PICK Named a Best Book of the
Year: The Washington Post * NPR * The Atlantic * New York Public Library * Vanity Fair * PBS * Time * Economist *
Entertainment Weekly * Financial Times * Shelf Awareness * Guardian * Sunday Times * BBC * Esquire * Good Housekeeping * Elle
* Real Simple * And more than twenty additional outlets “Staggeringly intimate...Taddeo spent eight years reporting this
groundbreaking book.” —Entertainment Weekly “A breathtaking and important book…What a fine thing it is to be enthralled by
another writer’s sentences. To be stunned by her intellect and heart.” —Cheryl Strayed “Extraordinary...This is a nonfiction literary
masterpiece...I can't remember the last time a book affected me as profoundly as Three Women.” —Elizabeth Gilbert “A revolutionary
look at women's desire, this feat of journalism reveals three women who are carnal, brave, and beautifully flawed.” —People (Book of
the Week) A riveting true story about the sex lives of three real American women, based on nearly a decade of reporting. Lina, a young
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mother in suburban Indiana whose marriage has lost its passion, reconnects with an old flame through social media and embarks on
an affair that quickly becomes all-consuming. Maggie, a seventeen-year-old high school student in North Dakota, allegedly engages in a
relationship with her married English teacher; the ensuing criminal trial turns their quiet community upside down. Sloane, a
successful restaurant owner in an exclusive enclave of the Northeast, is happily married to a man who likes to watch her have sex with
other men and women. Hailed as “a dazzling achievement” (Los Angeles Times) and “a riveting page-turner that explores desire,
heartbreak, and infatuation in all its messy, complicated nuance” (The Washington Post), Lisa Taddeo’s Three Women has captivated
readers, booksellers, and critics—and topped bestseller lists—worldwide. Based on eight years of immersive research, it is “an
astonishing work of literary reportage” (The Atlantic) that introduces us to three unforgettable women—and one remarkable
writer—whose experiences remind us that we are not alone.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING MICHAEL B. JORDAN AND JAMIE
FOXX • A powerful true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to fix our broken system of justice—from
one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time. “[Bryan Stevenson’s] dedication to fighting for justice and equality has
inspired me and many others and made a lasting impact on our country.”—John Legend NAMED ONE OF THE MOST
INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • Named One of the Best Books of the Year by The New York Times • The
Washington Post • The Boston Globe • The Seattle Times • Esquire • Time Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer when he founded the
Equal Justice Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to defending those most desperate and in need: the poor, the wrongly condemned,
and women and children trapped in the farthest reaches of our criminal justice system. One of his first cases was that of Walter
McMillian, a young man who was sentenced to die for a notorious murder he insisted he didn’t commit. The case drew Bryan into a
tangle of conspiracy, political machination, and legal brinksmanship—and transformed his understanding of mercy and justice
forever. Just Mercy is at once an unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted young lawyer’s coming of age, a moving window into the
lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring argument for compassion in the pursuit of true justice. Winner of the Carnegie Medal
for Excellence in Nonfiction • Winner of the NAACP Image Award for Nonfiction • Winner of a Books for a Better Life Award •
Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize • Finalist for the Kirkus Reviews Prize • An American Library Association Notable
Book “Every bit as moving as To Kill a Mockingbird, and in some ways more so . . . a searing indictment of American criminal justice
and a stirring testament to the salvation that fighting for the vulnerable sometimes yields.”—David Cole, The New York Review of
Books “Searing, moving . . . Bryan Stevenson may, indeed, be America’s Mandela.”—Nicholas Kristof, The New York Times “You
don’t have to read too long to start cheering for this man. . . . The message of this book . . . is that evil can be overcome, a difference can
be made. Just Mercy will make you upset and it will make you hopeful.”—Ted Conover, The New York Times Book Review “Inspiring
. . . a work of style, substance and clarity . . . Stevenson is not only a great lawyer, he’s also a gifted writer and storyteller.”—The
Washington Post “As deeply moving, poignant and powerful a book as has been, and maybe ever can be, written about the death
penalty.”—The Financial Times “Brilliant.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
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A Novel
Den of Thieves
A Story of Justice and Redemption
The Ones We Choose
All the Wrong Places
Three Women
A New York Times bestseller A USA Today bestseller The long-hidden diary of a young Polish woman's life during the Holocaust,
translated for the first time into English Renia Spiegel was born in 1924 to an upper-middle class Jewish family living in
southeastern Poland, near what was at that time the border with Romania. At the start of 1939 Renia began a diary. “I just want a
friend. I want somebody to talk to about my everyday worries and joys. Somebody who would feel what I feel, who would believe
me, who would never reveal my secrets. A human being can never be such a friend and that’s why I have decided to look for a
confidant in the form of a diary.” And so begins an extraordinary document of an adolescent girl’s hopes and dreams. By the fall of
1939, Renia and her younger sister Elizabeth (née Ariana) were staying with their grandparents in Przemysl, a city in the south,
just as the German and Soviet armies invaded Poland. Cut off from their mother, who was in Warsaw, Renia and her family were
plunged into war. Like Anne Frank, Renia’s diary became a record of her daily life as the Nazis spread throughout Europe. Renia
writes of her mundane school life, her daily drama with best friends, falling in love with her boyfriend Zygmund, as well as the
agony of missing her mother, separated by bombs and invading armies. Renia had aspirations to be a writer, and the diary is filled
with her poignant and thoughtful poetry. When she was forced into the city’s ghetto with the other Jews, Zygmund is able to
smuggle her out to hide with his parents, taking Renia out of the ghetto, but not, ultimately to safety. The diary ends in July 1942,
completed by Zygmund, after Renia is murdered by the Gestapo. Renia's Diary has been translated from the original Polish, and
includes a preface, afterword, and notes by her surviving sister, Elizabeth Bellak. An extraordinary historical document, Renia
Spiegel survives through the beauty of her words and the efforts of those who loved her and preserved her legacy.
Eden faces a final reckoning when the cult's past victims hunt them down in this explosive, high-stakes thriller in the Sacramento
series from New York Times bestselling author Karen Rose. For decades, Eden has remained hidden in the remote wilds of the
Pacific Northwest, "Pastor" keeping his cult's followers in thrall for his personal profit and sexual pleasures. But the Founding
Elders are splintering, and Pastor's surrogate son DJ is scheming to make it all his own. When two of Eden's newest members
send out a cry for help, it reaches FBI Special Agent Tom Hunter, whose friend and fellow FBI Special Agent Gideon Reynolds
and his sister, Mercy, are themselves escapees of the Eden cult, targeted by the Founding Elders who want them silenced forever.
The three have vowed to find the cult and bring it down, and now, they finally have a solid lead. Neutralizing Eden's threat will save
captive members and ensure Tom's new friends can live without fear. But when his best friend, ex-Army combat medic Liza
Barkley, joins the case, it puts her life--and their blossoming love--in danger. With everything they hold dear in the balance, Tom
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and Liza, together with Gideon and Mercy, must end Eden once and for all.
The Salt PathA MemoirPenguin
"A recounting of Alexander Von Humboldt's five year expedition in South America. Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) was an
intrepid explorer and the most famous scientist of his age. His theories and ideas were profoundly influenced by a five-year
exploration of South America. Complete with excerpts from Humboldt's own diaries, atlases, and publications, Wulf gives us an
intimate portrait of the man who predicted human-induced climate change, fashioned poetic narrative out of scientific observation,
and influenced iconic figures such as Simón Bolívar, Thomas Jefferson, Charles Darwin, and John Muir. This gorgeous account of
the expedition not only shows how Humboldt honed his groundbreaking understanding of the natural world but also illuminates the
man and his passions"-Say Goodbye
Terrorziel: Berlin
Self-Publishing in German
One Name, Two Fates
Edge of Darkness
This House Is Mine
A #1 bestseller from coast to coast, Den of Thieves tells the full story of the insider-trading scandal that nearly destroyed Wall Street, the men who pulled it off, and
the chase that finally brought them to justice. Pulitzer Prize–winner James B. Stewart shows for the first time how four of the eighties’ biggest names on Wall
Street—Michael Milken, Ivan Boesky, Martin Siegel, and Dennis Levine —created the greatest insider-trading ring in financial history and almost walked away
with billions, until a team of downtrodden detectives triumphed over some of America’s most expensive lawyers to bring this powerful quartet to justice. Based
on secret grand jury transcripts, interviews, and actual trading records, and containing explosive new revelations about Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky written
especially for this paperback edition, Den of Thieves weaves all the facts into an unforgettable narrative—a portrait of human nature, big business, and crime of
unparalleled proportions.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The “compassionate” (People), “startling” (Baltimore Sun), “moving” (Chicago Tribune) true story of two kids
with the same name from the city: One went on to be a Rhodes Scholar, decorated combat veteran, White House Fellow, and business leader. The other is serving
a life sentence in prison. In development as a feature film executive produced by Stephen Curry, who selected the book as his “Underrated” Book Club Pick
with Literati The chilling truth is that his story could have been mine. The tragedy is that my story could have been his. In December 2000, the Baltimore Sun ran a
small piece about Wes Moore, a local student who had just received a Rhodes Scholarship. The same paper also ran a series of articles about four young men who
had allegedly killed a police officer in a spectacularly botched armed robbery. The police were still hunting for two of the suspects who had gone on the lam, a pair
of brothers. One was named Wes Moore. Wes just couldn’t shake off the unsettling coincidence, or the inkling that the two shared much more than space in the
same newspaper. After following the story of the robbery, the manhunt, and the trial to its conclusion, he wrote a letter to the other Wes, now a convicted
murderer serving a life sentence without the possibility of parole. His letter tentatively asked the questions that had been haunting him: Who are you? How did this
happen? That letter led to a correspondence and relationship that have lasted for several years. Over dozens of letters and prison visits, Wes discovered that the
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other Wes had had a life not unlike his own: Both had had difficult childhoods, both were fatherless; they’d hung out on similar corners with similar crews, and
both had run into trouble with the police. At each stage of their young lives they had come across similar moments of decision, yet their choices would lead them
to astonishingly different destinies. Told in alternating dramatic narratives that take readers from heart-wrenching losses to moments of surprising redemption,
The Other Wes Moore tells the story of a generation of boys trying to find their way in a hostile world. BONUS: This edition contains a new afterword and a The
Other Wes Moore discussion guide.
Breakfast lavishly, pre-book all your holidays years in advance, dress sensibly and obey the red man! How to be German presents all the little absurdities that
make living in Germany such a pleasure. It’s required reading for all Ausl nder and for Germans who sometimes have the feeling they don’t understand their
own country. We learn why the Germans speak so freely about sex, why they are so obsessed with Spiegel Online and why they all dream of being naked in a
lake of Apfelsaftschorle. At the end, the only thing left to say to Adam Fletcher’s love letter to Germany is Alles klar! This e-book is also available in
German: Wie man Deutscher wird in 50 einfachen Schritten. Eine Anleitung von Apfelsaftschorle bis Tschüss . The printed edition has been published as a
bilingual turn-around book.
Sequel to the international bestseller, The Why Cafe.
A Memoir
The Adventures of Alexander Von Humboldt
Fokus!
The Art of Thinking Clearly
Stille Nacht und Weihnachtswunder
Zukunft des Publishing: E-Reader und Tablet-Marktübersicht, Vertriebsmodelle für digitale Medieninhalte und neue Gesch ftsfelder für Verlage

Lisa Genova meets 23andMe in this exploration of the genetic and emotional ties that bind, as debut author Julie Clark
delivers a compelling read about a young boy desperate to find his place in this world, a mother coming to terms with her
own past, and the healing power of forgiveness. The powerful forces of science and family collide when geneticist Paige
Robson finds her world in upheaval: Her eight-year-old son Miles is struggling to fit in at his new school and begins
asking questions about his biological father that Paige can’t answer—until fate thrusts the anonymous donor she used
into their lives. Paige’s carefully constructed life begins to unravel as the truth of Miles’s paternity threatens to destroy
everything she has grown to cherish. As Paige slowly opens herself up—by befriending an eccentric mother, confronting
her own deeply buried vulnerabilities, and trying to make sense of her absent father’s unexpected return—she realizes
breakthroughs aren’t only for the lab. But when tragedy strikes, Paige must face the consequences of sharing a secret
only she knows. With grace and humor, Julie Clark shows that while the science is fascinating, solving these intimate
mysteries of who we are and where we come from unleashes emotions more complex than the strands of DNA that shape
us.
This second edition of Buzz Books: Romance provides substantial pre-publication excerpts from forthcoming romance
titles. Enjoy access to the best romance voices the publishing industry is broadcasting for the upcoming season as you
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discover new series, catch up with the latest installments from beloved series, and find great standalone titles from top
romance authors. From power players such as Tessa Dare, Eloisa James, and Meredith Wild to fan favorites Betina
Krahn, Shelly Laurenston, and Gena Showalter, these authors are bestselling, award-winning, and irresistible. The titles
collected here are a great representation of the best of romance. Authors renowned for one genre are stepping into
another genre. There’s a lot of romantic suspense—contemporary, contemporary Western and inspirational. You’ll find
historical romance in a variety of time frames, including some new directions from beloved authors, plus one with a
touch of suspense. Beyond genre and subgenre, romance aficionados will find favorite themes, too—second chance at
love; Beauty and the Beast; enemies to lovers; unrequited love. This sampler has nearly every subgenre, too—historical
romances set in different eras and some with a touch of paranormal. Bobbi Dumas, an expert in all things romance,
offers a useful, even essential roundup of additional, noteworthy summer/fall/winter romance books to have on your
radar. Start enjoying books right now that are sure to show up on your personal “must read” lists. Then invite your
reading friends and book groups to download their own free copy of Buzz Books 2017: Romance, the ebook, from any
major ebookstore or at buzz.publishersmarketplace.com. For the best in soon-to-be-published other fiction genres, plus
nonfiction, and children’s literature, be sure to read Buzz Books 2017: Fall/Winter or Buzz Books 2017: Young Adult
Fall/Winter, available now. Then be on the lookout for the next two editions of Buzz Books covering the spring/summer
2018 publishing season for both adults and young adults, available in January.
When a young man washes up, naked, on the sands of St Piran, he is quickly rescued by the villagers. From the retired
village doctor and the schoolteacher, to the beachcomber and the owner of the local bar, the priest's wife and the
romantic novelist, they take this lost soul into their midst. But what the villagers don't know is that Joe Haak worked as
an analyst and has fled the City amid fears of a worldwide banking collapse caused by a computer program he invented.
But is the end of the world really nigh? And what of the whale that lurks in the bay? Intimate, funny and deeply moving,
Not Forgetting the Whaleis the story of a man on a journey to find a place he can call home.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST
NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed
by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most
important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation about race” (Rolling
Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST
MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book
Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times
• San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound
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work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father
for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for understanding our nation’s history and current crisis.
Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the
bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up,
and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to live within it? And how can we
all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi
Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and
readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory experiences,
from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the
living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from personal
narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me clearly illuminates
the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
How to be a Parent
The Circle
Not Forgetting the Whale
Die Spur des Medaillons
Thriller
Exclusive excerpts from forthcoming romance titles by Tessa Dare, Alexandra Ivy, Eloisa James, Gena Showalter,
Joanna Shupe, Meredith Wild and many more
Ein dramatisches Schicksal und eine Liebe, die nie vergessen wird: der Bestseller „Die Spur des Medaillons“ von Tania Schlie als eBook bei dotbooks.
„Liebe ist wie Wasser. Sie findet immer einen Weg.“ Die Goldschmiedin Nina traut ihren Augen kaum: Der attraktive Amerikaner Benjamin bittet sie, ein
Familienerbstück zu restaurieren – das genaue Gegenstück zu jenem Medaillon, das sich in ihrem Besitz befindet! Aber wie ist das möglich? Nina
beschließt, ihre Großmutter zu fragen, der das Schmuckstück früher gehörte. So erfährt sie, wie Natascha einst in die Wirren der russischen Revolution
geriet. Wie es sie in das leuchtende Paris der dreißiger Jahre verschlug – und was dort mit ihr geschah. Je mehr Nina über die Vergangenheit herausfindet,
umso drängender wird in ihr eine Frage: Was weiß sie eigentlich über das Leben und die Liebe? Und reicht es wirklich, mit dem zufrieden zu sein, was man
kennt? Die Presse über „Die Spur des Medaillons“: „Zwei wunderschöne Liebesgeschichten, die über die Jahrzehnte hinweg durch ein Schmuckstück
verbunden werden.“ MDR Hörfunk – „Schlie hat hervorragend recherchiert: der weite, geschichtliche Bogen zieht sich durch die gesamte Geschichte.“
Norddeutsche Rundschau Jetzt als eBook kaufen und genießen: der Bestseller „Die Spur des Medaillons“ von Tania Schlie. Wer liest, hat mehr vom Leben:
dotbooks – der eBook-Verlag.
Von einer starken Frau, die auszog, das Leben zu erobern: „Elsas Erbe“ von Tania Schlie jetzt als eBook bei dotbooks. Wer alles zu haben scheint, vergisst
leicht, was wirklich zählt. – Ein Dorf von den Toren Hamburgs zu Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts. Sie ist jung, schön und selbstbewusst: Als Tochter eines
vermögenden Mannes wächst Elsa in besten Verhältnissen auf. Stets ist ihr bewusst, dass sie eines Tages die Nachfolge ihres Vaters antreten wird. Doch
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Georg Heller, der „Kiesbaron“, ist ein Patriarch alter Schule. Treu kann er nur sich selbst sein – und so verlässt er seine Familie wegen einer anderen Frau.
Plötzlich fühlt Elsa sich wie im freien Fall. Sie muss nicht nur den gesellschaftlichen Abstieg verkraften, sondern ist zum ersten Mal in ihrem Leben auf
sich allein gestellt. Aber einen Teil ihres Erbes kann Elsa niemand streitig machen: den festen Willen, ihr Leben in die eigenen Hände zu nehmen! Die
Presse über „Elsas Erbe“: „Prachtvoll erzählt!“ BILD AM SONNTAG – „Einfühlsam und detailreich erzählt Tania Schlie die Geschichte einer
außergewöhnlichen Frau, die allen Überraschungen des Lebens gewachsen ist.“ BÜCHER Jetzt als eBook kaufen und genießen: „Elsas Erbe“ von Tania
Schlie. Wer liest, hat mehr vom Leben: dotbooks – der eBook-Verlag.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than one million copies sold! A “brilliant” (Lupita Nyong’o, Time), “poignant” (Entertainment Weekly),
“soul-nourishing” (USA Today) memoir about coming of age during the twilight of apartheid “Noah’s childhood stories are told with all the hilarity and
intellect that characterizes his comedy, while illuminating a dark and brutal period in South Africa’s history that must never be forgotten.”—Esquire Winner
of the Thurber Prize for American Humor and an NAACP Image Award • Named one of the best books of the year by The New York Time, USA Today,
San Francisco Chronicle, NPR, Esquire, Newsday, and Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily Show
began with a criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother at a time when such a union was punishable by five
years in prison. Living proof of his parents’ indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors for the earliest years of his life, bound by the extreme and often
absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a government that could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of South Africa’s
tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a grand adventure, living openly and freely and embracing the opportunities won by a centurieslong struggle. Born a Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he struggles to find himself in a world where
he was never supposed to exist. It is also the story of that young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his
teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and abuse that would ultimately threaten her own life. The stories
collected here are by turns hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during hard times, being thrown from a
moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor illuminates his curious
world with an incisive wit and unflinching honesty. His stories weave together to form a moving and searingly funny portrait of a boy making his way
through a damaged world in a dangerous time, armed only with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s unconventional, unconditional love.
Mutige Frauen geben niemals auf! Der Sammelband »Auf den Flügeln der Hoffnung« von Tania Schlie alias Caroline Bernhard jetzt als eBook bei
dotbooks. Drei Zeiten, drei Lebenswege und drei Frauen, die für ihr Glück kämpfen ... Sie ist nicht bereit, sich in ihr Schicksal zu fügen: Als Paula mit ihrer
Familie im Jahre 1893 nach Amerika auswandern will, verwehrt man ihr als einziger die Einreise. Von nun an ist sie ganz auf sich allein gestellt – und
fühlt, wie der Kampfgeist in ihr erwacht ... Elsa führt zu Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts als Tochter eines reichen Unternehmers ein behütetes Leben – bis zu
dem Tag, als er seine Familie verlässt. Ein Skandal! Doch gegen alle Widerstände beginnt Elsa, sich ihren Platz im Leben zu erkämpfen ... Hamburg in den
50er Jahren: Elisabeth soll heiraten, einen Haushalt führen – und niemals Widerworte geben. Aber sie ist nicht bereit, sich in diese Rolle zu fügen ... und
beginnt voller Zuversicht, eigene Wege zu gehen! Jetzt als eBook kaufen und genießen – der Sammelband »Auf den Flügeln der Hoffnung« vereint die
erfolgreichen Frauenschicksal-Romane »Zwischen uns der Ozean«, »Elsas Erbe« und »Die Jahre ohne dich« von Tania Schlie, auch bekannt als Greta
Hansen und Bestsellerautorin Caroline Bernhard. Wer liest, hat mehr vom Leben! dotbooks – der eBook-Verlag.
The Good Daughter
Return to the Why Cafe
Buzz Books 2017: Romance
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Der Taschenanwalt
Ein weihnachtlicher Antrag - Weihnachten mit Poe - Merry Christmas, Holly Wood: Drei Romane in einem eBook
Provokative Ideen für Menschen, die was erreichen wollen

Minoo wakes up outside her house, still in her pajamas, and is drawn by an invisible force to an abandoned theme
park on the outskirts of town. Soon five of her classmates—Vanessa, Linnéa, Anna-Karin, Rebecka, and Ida—arrive,
compelled by the same force. A mystical being takes over Ida’s body and tells them they are fated to fight an ancient
evil that is hunting them. As the weeks pass, each girl discovers she has a unique magical ability. They begin
exploring their powers. The six are wildly different and definitely not friends . . . but they are the Chosen Ones. In
this gripping first installment of The Engelsfors Trilogy, a parallel world emerges in which teenage dreams, insanely
annoying parents, bullying, revenge, and love collide with dangerous forces and ancient magic. An international
sensation with rights sold in 26 countries, The Circle is razor-sharp and remarkable from start to finish. For more
information visit: http://www.worldofengelsfors.com
The International Bestselling memoir from award-winning author Amos Oz, "one of Isreal's most prolific writers and
respected intellectuals" (The New York Times), about his turbulent upbringing in the city of Jerusalem in the era of
the dissolution of Mandatory Palestine and the beginning of the State of Israel. Winner of the National Jewish Book
Award "[An] ingenious work that circles around the rise of a state, the tragic destiny of a mother, a boy’s creation of
a new self."—The New Yorker A family saga and a magical self-portrait of a writer who witnessed the birth of a
nation and lived through its turbulent history. A Tale of Love and Darkness is the story of a boy who grows up in wartorn Jerusalem, in a small apartment crowded with books in twelve languages and relatives speaking nearly as
many. The story of an adolescent whose life has been changed forever by his mother’s suicide. The story of a man
who leaves the constraints of his family and community to join a kibbutz, change his name, marry, have children.
The story of a writer who becomes an active participant in the political life of his nation. "One of the most
enchanting and deeply satisfying books that I have read in many years."—New Republic
Drei romantische Weihnachtskomödien für die schönste Zeit des Jahres: „Stille Nacht und Weihnachtswunder“ von
Ashley Bloom als eBook bei dotbooks. Echtes Glück braucht keinen Glamour-Faktor ... Holly weiß, worauf es in New
York ankommt – die Modekolumnistin kennt die neusten Trends und geht auf die besten Partys. Aber was passiert,
wenn sie ihr kleines Königreich zwischen Upper East Side und Tribeca verlässt, um Weihnachten bei den Eltern in
der Provinz zu feiern? Holly landet mit ihrem Auto in einer Schneewehe – und sitzt plötzlich irgendwo im Nirgendwo
fest. Ein Albtraum! Doch als die warmherzige Deborah Baker das City-Girl bei sich aufnimmt, bekommt Hollys
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Leben eine ungeahnte Wende. Zum einen, weil die Bewohner des kleinen Örtchens Loveland ihr sofort ans Herz
wachsen – zum anderen, weil Deborah einen attraktiven Single-Sohn hat, der genau so heiß ist wie die Winternächte
kalt ... Erleben Sie außerdem, was passiert, als die junge Tiffany kurz vor dem Fest der Liebe ein kleines Hündchen
bei sich aufnimmt. Und welche Überraschung mag wohl auf Jake warten, der seiner Langzeitfreundin Diana am
Heiligabend einen Heiratsantrag machen will, den sie nicht ablehnt kann ... so wie die zwölf davor? Romantisch,
verrückt und ein echtes Festtagsvergnügen – versüßen Sie sich lange Winternächte mit diesen drei Romanen von
Ashley Bloom! Jetzt als eBook kaufen und genießen: „Stille Nacht und Weihnachtswunder – Drei Romane in einem
eBook“ von Ashley Bloom, auch bekannt als SPIEGEL-Bestseller-Autorin Manuela Inusa. Wer liest, hat mehr vom
Leben: dotbooks – der eBook-Verlag.
Look out for Jojo’s new book, Paris for One and Other Stories, available now. From the New York Times bestselling
author of Me Before You and One Plus One, in an earlier work available in the U.S. for the first time, a surprising
and moving romance set in an old-fashioned seaside town on the verge of unwelcome change Liza McCullen will
never fully escape her past. But the unspoiled beaches and tight-knit community of Silver Bay offer the freedom and
safety she craves—if not for herself, then for her young daughter, Hannah. That is, until Mike Dormer arrives as a
guest in her aunt’s hotel. The mild-mannered Englishman with his too-smart clothes and distracting eyes could
destroy everything Liza has worked so hard to protect: not only the family business and the bay that harbors her
beloved whales, but also her conviction that she will never love—never deserve to love—again. For his part, Mike
Dormer is expecting just another business deal—an easy job kick-starting a resort in a small seaside town ripe for
development. But he finds that he doesn’t quite know what to make of the eccentric inhabitants of the ramshackle
Silver Bay Hotel, especially not enigmatic Liza McCullen, and their claim to the surrounding waters. As the
development begins to take on a momentum of its own, Mike’s and Liza’s worlds collide in this hugely affecting and
irresistible tale full of Jojo Moyes’s signature humor and generosity.
Born a Crime
How to be German in 50 easy steps
A manual for those who not only love their children but want to like them too
Die spannendsten Rechtsfragen einfach geklärt
Roman
“The Good Daughter is like Law and Order meets The Good Wife.” —theSkimm The stunning new novel
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from the New York Times bestselling author of Pieces of Her— a searing, spellbinding blend of cold-case
thriller and psychological suspense. Two girls are forced into the woods at gunpoint. One runs for her
life. One is left behind… Twenty-eight years ago, Charlotte and Samantha Quinn's happy small-town
family life was torn apart by a terrifying attack on their family home. It left their mother dead. It left
their father — Pikeville's notorious defense attorney — devastated. And it left the family fractured beyond
repair, consumed by secrets from that terrible night. Twenty-eight years later, and Charlie has followed
in her father's footsteps to become a lawyer herself — the ideal good daughter. But when violence comes
to Pikeville again — and a shocking tragedy leaves the whole town traumatized — Charlie is plunged into
a nightmare. Not only is she the first witness on the scene, but it's a case that unleashes the terrible
memories she's spent so long trying to suppress. Because the shocking truth about the crime that
destroyed her family nearly thirty years ago won't stay buried forever… Packed with twists and turns,
brimming with emotion and heart, The Good Daughter is fiction at its most thrilling.
Four women—friends, family, rivals—turn to online dating for companionship, only to find themselves in
the crosshairs of a tech-savvy killer using an app to target his victims in this harrowing thriller from the
New York Times bestselling author of See Jane Run and The Bad Daughter. Online dating is risky—will
that message be a sweet greeting or an unsolicited lewd photo? Will he be as handsome in real life as he
is in his photos, or were they taken ten years and twenty pounds ago? And when he asks you to go home
with him, how do you know it’s safe? The man calling himself “Mr. Right Now” in his profile knows that
his perfect hair, winning smile, and charming banter put women at ease, silencing any doubts they might
have about going back to his apartment. There, he has a special evening all planned out: steaks, wine,
candlelight . . . and, by the end of the night, pain and a slow, agonizing death. Driven to desperation—by
divorce, boredom, infidelity, a beloved husband’s death—a young woman named Paige, her cousin and
rival Heather, her best friend, Chloe, and her mother, Joan, all decide to try their hand at online dating.
They each download an app, hoping to right-swipe their way to love and happiness. But one of them
unwittingly makes a date with the killer, starting the clock on a race to save her life. New York Times
bestselling author Joy Fielding has written a complex, electrifying thriller about friendship, jealousy, and
passion—a deadly combination.
This is a parenting book for people who don't buy parenting books With straight-talking advice from
renowned Psychotherapist Philippa Perry, How to be a Parent is the definitive guide for any parent
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looking to navigate their past, avoid repeating mistakes, and ensure they don't land their own kids in
therapy. Through the combination of case studies, and therapeutic insight gained from over 20 years of
working directly with clients, Perry tackles the wider issues of what it actually means to be a parent,
rather than getting bogged down in the little details. This isn't a book about meeting developmental
milestones, training your child to have enviable manners, or how to get the much idealised 'perfect'
family, it's about creating functional relationships with your children so that they grow up feeling secure,
knowing who they are and what they want - giving both them and you a shot at real happiness. Full of
refreshing, sage and sane advice on the bigger picture of parenthood, How to be a Parent is the only book
you'll ever really need to ensure you don't mess your kids up.
"Polished, poignant... an inspiring story of true love."—Entertainment Weekly A BEST BOOK OF 2019,
NPR's Book Concierge SHORTLISTED FOR THE COSTA BOOK AWARD OVER 400,000 COPIES SOLD
WORLDWIDE The true story of a couple who lost everything and embarked on a transformative journey
walking the South West Coast Path in England Just days after Raynor Winn learns that Moth, her
husband of thirty-two years, is terminally ill, their house and farm are taken away, along with their
livelihood. With nothing left and little time, they make the brave and impulsive decision to walk the 630
miles of the sea-swept South West Coast Path, from Somerset to Dorset, through Devon and Cornwall.
Carrying only the essentials for survival on their backs, they live wild in the ancient, weathered landscape
of cliffs, sea, and sky. Yet through every step, every encounter, and every test along the way, their walk
becomes a remarkable and life-affirming journey. Powerfully written and unflinchingly honest, The Salt
Path is ultimately a portrayal of home—how it can be lost, rebuilt, and rediscovered in the most
unexpected ways.
Quarter to Midnight
Auf den Flügeln der Hoffnung: Drei Romane in einem eBook
A Tale Of Love And Darkness
The Salt Path
So Near the Horizon
Stories from a South African Childhood
All her life Vera has felt like a stranger in the old and drafty half-timbered farmhouse she arrived at as a five-yearold refugee from East Prussia in 1945, and yet she can’t seem to let it go. Sixty years later, her niece Anne
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suddenly shows up at her door with her small son. Anne has fled the trendy Hamburg neighborhood she never fit
into after her relationship imploded. Vera and Anne are strangers to each other but have much more in common
than they think. As the two strong-willed and very different women share the great old house, they find what they
have never thought to search for: a family. Told in skillfully crafted alternating points of view and a nonlinear
storyline, Dörte Hansen’s internationally bestselling debut novel showcases her impressive talent for
characterization and dialogue in an exceptional book that combines emotional depth and humor. The author’s
sparse language and sometimes oblique references make for a deeply immersive reading experience, and the
characters will resonate long after the last page has been turned.
This is a book about yoga. Or at least, it was. Emmanuel Carrère is a renowned writer. After decades of emotional
upheaval, he has begun to live successfully—he is healthy; he works; he loves. He practices meditation, striving to
observe the world without evaluating it. In this state of heightened awareness, he sets out for a ten-day silent
retreat in the French heartland, leaving his phone, his books, and his daily life behind. But he’s also gathering
material for his next book, which he thinks will be a pleasant, useful introduction to yoga. Four days later, there’s
a tap on the window: something has happened. Forced to leave the retreat early, he returns to a Paris in crisis.
Life is derailed. His city is in turmoil. His work-in-progress falters. His marriage begins to unravel, as does his
entanglement with another woman. He wavers between opposites—between self-destruction and self-control;
sanity and madness; elation and despair. The story he has told about himself falls away. And still, he continues to
live. This is a book about one man’s desire to get better, and to be better. It is laced with doubt, animated by the
dangerous interplay between what is fiction and what is real. Loving, humorous, harrowing and profound, Yoga
hurls us towards the outer edges of consciousness, where, finally, we can see things as they really are.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide sensation with more than 12
million copies sold, “a painfully beautiful first novel that is at once a murder mystery, a coming-of-age narrative
and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have
haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews
is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say.
Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding friends in the
gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When two young
men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable
happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-ofage story, and a surprising tale of possible murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the
children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps.
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Action, Todesgefahr und Hochspannung: „Terrorziel: Berlin“ von Michael H. Schenk jetzt als eBook bei dotbooks.
Bei einem Selbstmordanschlag in Berlin wird fast das gesamte Parlament ausgelöscht. Das ist nur der Auftakt
einer Serie terroristischer Anschläge. Das Land droht im Chaos zu versinken. Stecken dahinter wirklich
islamistische Fundamentalisten? Sprengstoff-Spezialist Martin Gabe hat Zweifel. Doch die Entdeckung, die er
schließlich macht, übertrifft selbst seine kühnsten Erwartungen. Er kommt einer Verschwörung auf die Spur, deren
Ziel es ist, das Bild der Welt zu verändern. Während Gabe und die Kriminalkommissarin Heike Rengler nach
Beweisen suchen, werden sie selbst zum Ziel eines geheimen Terrorbundes. Ein Wettlauf gegen die Zeit beginnt
... Jetzt als eBook kaufen und genießen: „Terrorziel: Berlin“ von Michael H. Schenk. Wer liest, hat mehr vom Leben:
dotbooks – der eBook-Verlag.
Porth's Essentials of Pathophysiology
Yoga
Chronicles of The One, Book 3
"Zwischen uns der Ozean", "Elsas Erbe" und "Die Jahre ohne dich"
How to translate, publish and market your books
Renia's Diary
A world-class thinker counts the 100 ways in which humans behave irrationally, showing us what we can do to recognize and minimize these “thinking
errors” to make better decisions and have a better life Despite the best of intentions, humans are notoriously bad—that is, irrational—when it comes to
making decisions and assessing risks and tradeoffs. Psychologists and neuroscientists refer to these distinctly human foibles, biases, and thinking traps as
“cognitive errors.” Cognitive errors are systematic deviances from rationality, from optimized, logical, rational thinking and behavior. We make these
errors all the time, in all sorts of situations, for problems big and small: whether to choose the apple or the cupcake; whether to keep retirement funds in
the stock market when the Dow tanks, or whether to take the advice of a friend over a stranger. The “behavioral turn” in neuroscience and economics in
the past twenty years has increased our understanding of how we think and how we make decisions. It shows how systematic errors mar our thinking and
under which conditions our thought processes work best and worst. Evolutionary psychology delivers convincing theories about why our thinking is, in fact,
marred. The neurosciences can pinpoint with increasing precision what exactly happens when we think clearly and when we don’t. Drawing on this wide
body of research, The Art of Thinking Clearly is an entertaining presentation of these known systematic thinking errors--offering guidance and insight into
everything why you shouldn’t accept a free drink to why you SHOULD walk out of a movie you don’t like it to why it’s so hard to predict the future to why
shouldn’t watch the news. The book is organized into 100 short chapters, each covering a single cognitive error, bias, or heuristic. Examples of these
concepts include: Reciprocity, Confirmation Bias, The It-Gets-Better-Before-It-Gets-Worse Trap, and the Man-With-A-Hammer Tendency. In engaging
prose and with real-world examples and anecdotes, The Art of Thinking Clearly helps solve the puzzle of human reasoning.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Year One and Of Blood and Bone concludes her stunning new trilogy praised as “A match for end-of-theworld classics like Stephen King’s The Stand.” After the sickness known as the Doom destroyed civilization, magick has become commonplace, and Fallon
Swift has spent her young years learning its ways. Fallon cannot live in peace until she frees those who have been preyed upon by the government or the
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fanatical Purity Warriors, endlessly hunted or locked up in laboratories, brutalized for years on end. She is determined to save even those who have been
complicit with this evil out of fear or weakness—if, indeed, they can be saved. Strengthened by the bond she shares with her fellow warrior, Duncan, Fallon
has already succeeded in rescuing countless shifters and elves and ordinary humans. Now she must help them heal—and rediscover the light and faith
within themselves. For although from the time of her birth, she has been The One, she is still only one. And as she faces down an old nemesis, sets her
sights on the enemy’s stronghold, and pursues her destiny—to finally restore the mystical shield that once protected them all—she will need an army behind
her...
Discover New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Karen Rose’s brand-new series set in the sultry city of New Orleans and featuring a tough
team of high-end private investigators who are after justice—no matter what they have to do to get it. Good cops. Bad cops. Only one will win. After
completing her tours with the Marines in Iraq, Molly Sutton knew she could take down any bad guy she met. But when a family tragedy exposes the dark
side of her local police, she joined up with her former CO Burke Broussard, who left New Orleans PD to set up a private investigative service for people
who couldn’t find justice elsewhere. Gabe Hebert saw the toll that working for the NOPD took on his dad and decided instead to make a name for himself
as one of the best young chefs in the French Quarter. But when his father’s death is ruled a suicide after a deliberately botched investigation by his former
captain, Gabe knows his dad stumbled onto a truth that someone wants silenced. Gabe goes to his father’s best friend, Burke, for help. Burke assigns the
toughest member of his team, Molly, to the case. Molly can’t believe she’s being asked to work with the smoking hot chef whose chocolate cake is not the
only thing that makes her mouth water. Sparks fly as they follow the leads Gabe’s dad left them, unraveling a web of crimes, corruption, and murder that
runs all the way to the top.
More than 250,000 readers made this the No. 1 best selling ebook in Germany 2016.Now finally available in English, too! A story of deep love. A story of
trust, courage, pain, despair, and the strength to let go. A true story. Jessica has an uncomplicated life and a promising future. Leaving the house one
evening, she has no idea that she's about to meet the love of her life - and that her entire understanding of the world is about to change. Before long, she's
going to face a decision that will shape her forever ... In So Near the Horizon, Jessica Koch describes a life lived somewhere between hope and fear,
confronting true events from her own past with raw honesty and frank reflection - and exploring more than one difficult subject along the way. Reading
sample (...) "Why?" I tried to meet his eyes, but he shut them, avoiding my gaze. His fingernails dug into the skin on his bare arms, and he pursed his lips
grimly.Slowly, I scooted toward him. "Talk to me, Danny, please," I said, trying to pry one of his arms loose. But the more I tugged, the more rigidly he kept
them crossed against his body as he shrank away from me as far as he could inside the cramped car. For a moment, I was afraid he would simply get out
and walk away.Too close, a voice whispered inside me. You're much too close to him!I let go of his arm so I could slide back into my seat, and he relaxed
almost instantly. He took several deep, slow breaths before opening his eyes and blinking at me through his long lashes."You know why," he whispered.
"And someday I'll tell you myself. I promise. Be patient with me." About the author Jessica Koch was born in Ludwigsburg, Germany, and began writing
short stories when she was still in high school - but never submitted her work to publishers. Shortly after finishing school, she met Danny, a GermanAmerican dual citizen. Her experiences with him eventually formed the basis for So Near the Horizon, though it was nearly thirteen years before she felt
ready to bring the manuscript to the public.The author describes a life lived somewhere between hope and fear, between optimism and despair. She reflects
on events from her own past with raw honesty, confronting more than one difficult subject along the way. Jessica Koch's dramatic debut novel, Dem
Horizont so nah (So Near the Horizon), broke every record when it hit stores in Germany. Released in 2016 through a small, independent publishing house,
the e-book was an instant success, selling over 250,000 copies in just a few months and topping the Amazon bestseller list for more than six weeks - which
made it the number-one bestselling German-language ebook of 2016!Since then, one of Germany's largest publishing houses has purchased the rights to
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this riveting and highly emotional memoir. The foreign rights have been picked up in numerous countries, and the feature film is scheduled to arrive in
theaters at the end of 2018. Jessica Koch lives near the city of Stuttgart with her husband, their son, and two dogs. The second and third books in the
trilogy, So Near the Abyss and So Near the Ocean, are already best-sellers in Germany as well.
The Other Wes Moore
The Rise of Magicks
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In)
Silver Bay
A guide from Apfelsaftschorle to Tschüss
Elsas Erbe
The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo meets Sharp Objects in this internationally bestselling psychological thriller, for fans of
Jo Nesbø and Henning Mankell, now for the first time in English. Danish journalist Heloise Kaldan is in the middle of a
nightmare. One of her sources has been caught lying, and she could lose her job over it. Then she receives the first in a
series of cryptic and unsettling letters from a woman named Anna Kiel. Wanted in connection with the fatal stabbing of a
young lawyer three years earlier, Anna hasn't been seen by anyone since she left the crime scene covered in blood. The
police think she's fled the country until homicide detective Erik Scháfer comes up with a lead after the reporter who
originally wrote about the case is found murdered in his apartment. Has Anna Kiel struck again, or is there more than one
killer at large? And why does every clue point directly to Heloise Kaldan? Meanwhile, the letters keep coming, and they
hint at a connection between Anna and Heloise. As Heloise starts digging deeper, she realizes that to tell Anna's story she
will have to revisit the darkest parts of her own past--confronting someone she swore she'd never see again. The Corpse
Flower is the first in the #1 bestselling Danish crime series, the Kaldan and Scháfer mysteries.
A Cincinnati detective questions everything he knows--and everyone he trusts--in the new novel in "New York
Times"-bestselling author Rose's Cincinnati series. Original. Original.
Vital Disease Information for Your Success in Nursing Ready yourself for the realities of professional nursing practice with
this proven approach to pathophysiology. Distilling need-to-know disease content in a clear, accessible format,
Porth’sEssentials of Pathophysiology offers concise yet complete coverage of how the body works to help you establish the
scientific foundation essential to success in your nursing career. Approachable presentation builds understanding from
basic to advanced concepts and defines key terms as you progress. “Chunked” content--including Learning Objectives,
Key Points boxes, and Summary Concepts sections--highlights critical points for reflection. Full-color illustrations clarify
the clinical manifestations of diseases and disease processes. Review Exercises at the end of each chapter test your
retention and identify areas for further study. References provide fast, efficient access to normal laboratory values in both
conventional and SI units, as well as a comprehensive glossary. Narrated animations referenced by icons in the text and
available online enhance your understanding of the most challenging and clinically relevant concepts.
A Holocaust Journal
Between the World and Me
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The Corpse Flower
Just Mercy
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